## Gangable Switch Boxes — 2" Deep

|----------|------------------|-------------|-----------|
| 51       | 10.0             | 2" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Two nail holes in sides. Furnished with plaster ears* | 50 |
| 51-NE    | 10.0             | 2" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Two nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 51-LC    | 10.0             | For Non-Metallic Cable, 2" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, two Loom KOs in each end and one 1/2" KO in bottom. Furnished with plaster ears. One Loom clamp for use on non-metallic sheathed cable with 10/32 deep-slotted screw assembled. Two nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 51-FB    | 10.0             | 2" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in one side, flat bracket on other side, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Bracket offset 1/4" from face* | 50 |

*Uses Steel City® 100 series covers.

## Gangable Switch Boxes — 2½" Deep

|----------|------------------|-------------|-----------|
| 52       | 12.5             | 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Furnished with plaster ears. Four nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 52-3/4-BW| 12.5             | 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Furnished with plaster ears. Four nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 52-NE    | 12.5             | 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Furnished with plaster ears. Four nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 52-NE-3/4| 12.5             | 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each of two sides, one 1/2" KO in each end and two 1/2" KOs in bottom. Furnished with plaster ears. Four nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 52-LCNE  | 12.5             | For Non-Metallic Cable, 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in each side, two Loom KOs and one 1/2" KO in each end. One 1/2" KO in bottom. One Loom clamp for use on non-metallic sheathed cable with 10/32 deep-slotted screw assembled. Four nail holes in sides* | 50 |
| 52-FB-3/4| 12.5             | 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in one side, flat bracket on other side, one KO in each end and two 3/4" KOs in bottom. Flat bracket offset 1/4" from face* | 50 |
| 52-FBC   | 12.5             | For Non-Metallic Cable, 2½" deep x 3" long x 2" wide  
Two 1/2" KOs in one side, flat bracket on other side, two Loom KOs and one 1/2" KO in each end and one 1/2" KO in bottom. One Loom clamp for use on non-metallic sheathed cable with 10/32 deep-slotted screw assembled. Flat bracket offset 1/4" from face* | 50 |

*Uses Steel City® 100 series covers.